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NEW QUESTION: 1
You execute the vxtrace command without any option to collect
I/O trace data on all virtual disk drives during peak I/O
operations. When you start to analyze the data, you notice that

vxtrace displays a record indicating records are lost. You want
to reduce the likelihood of the kernel discarding records so
that you don't have to rerun vxtrace to capture the records.
What should you do?
A. Increase the kernel buffer
B. Increase the kernel buffer using the -o option
C. Print vxtrace event records to a file
D. Wait until I/O operations have decreased
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which report displays queries in a wide variety of chart
styles?
A. Adhoc report
B. Online Report Designer
C. Dashboards
D. YouCalc Widgets
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Clients cannot connect to the network. A technician determines
that port 68 is not open.
Which of the following protocols is being blocked?
A. DNS
B. DHCP
C. POP3
D. LDAP
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the primary cause of #Multivalue errors in a report?
A. A merged dimension in the report is incorrect.
B. A variable in the report contains an invalid formula.
C. An object in the report is not unique.
D. The query filter for the report is incompatible.
Answer: C
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